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Letter from the Team

Dear Delegates,
It's not about your victories, your impressions, or
your stances. It's rather your experiences, ideas,
reflections, and your memories that matter the

most to us. As press, we record your
metamorphosis from diffident amateurs to

graceful connoisseurs. We hope that this press
release never lets you forget the people, the

words, and the actions that transformed your
confined world into a journey that you would

embark on with the insights that you must have
gained. 

With that, we hope no comments are taken
personally. They are all directed to the individual

that you have represented, and no personal
attribute has been taken into consideration. We

have tried our best to incorporate the noteworthy
happenings of the day that would act as a blend

of emotions- humour, vehemence, passion, mirth
and sorrow, they all belong to you.

 
Happy reading!
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 Are you even competent
enough to be at the
DISEC?

DISEC
Chaos is an Understatement
By Hetvi Patel and Chrysl Thomas

-Jitesh Mallareddy
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The committee was in for a surprise on day 2 as they received news of ships
from the UK killing 3 Somali fishermen. Guess who the ‘Mastermind' was?
Cue the drumroll…None other than our very own Djibouti! The fiery arrows of
the blame game missed none- not even the Interpol, whom the Delegate of
Djibouti indirectly accused of incompetency. The Delegate of Djibouti clearly
hasn’t watched the Spider-Man movie because if they had, they would have
known that "with great power comes great responsibility".

The committee became what can only be defined as "the ultimate definition
of chaos”, as Somalia and Iraq locked horns with Djibouti and the UK. Yes,
the Djiboutian delegate did try to cement their innocence, but who would
believe them when out of nowhere the Somali delegate pulled out Djibouty’s
Defence Minister’s emails, which clearly showed that the attack was his
brainchild. The committee reached its pinnacle when the 2v2 started.
Attacks were thrown in such quick succession that it was anything but easy
to keep pace with them. "Do you know how a ship works?" (SOMALIA-1
DJIBOUTI-0) It was truly a sight to behold when Djibouti's delegate was not
aware of her country's head and Somalia’s delegate tried to cover up the
fact that he did not know how big his country was. 
  
In a sizzling hot development, agents of Interpol stormed into an already
heated committee putting it at risk of getting overheated. The Interpol
agents were very clear in their approach, they had to take action, and under
no circumstances would they leave her unpunished. The repercussions hit
hard, a sanction against Djibouti was levied of 1 billion dollars and trade
unions were blocked. The agent extended the courtesy to the Delegate of
Djibouti and asked them to use their common sense. 

The committee moved on to an unexpected segment, the press conference.
Camera flashes along with an influx of people squirming with very
appropriate questions. The conference entailed a significant amount of
exclamations to defend the parties’ actions. It is expected that all loose ends
will be tied up on the final day of the conference, and delegates are
expected to perform at their best.
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ICC
Roses for Dead Presidents
By Dimira Tanna

This is a rose, you
can give it to
Jawaharlal Nehru
in heaven. 

-Jitesh Mallareddy
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With the EB expecting more written directives and predicting an alliance between
Fali Homi Major and Manmohan Singh, the second day of the Indian Crisis
Cabinet dawned on the delegates. 

A sudden crisis update brought news of failed air strikes on dummy bases on
Pakistani soil, amidst protests in major Indian cities. The CIA reveals to RAW a
recorded conversation between an LeT member to his deputy, seemingly referring
to reassuring children on their entrance to heaven (like Chrissy, they won’t be
waking anytime soon), as well as the riots in the same Indian cities. The IAF
apologises for the failed air strikes and blames visibility and system failures for the
mishap, essentially saying nothing more than “Sorry for hitting the wrong target”.
PM Manmohan Singh reveals his intention of demanding an investigation into the
IAF’s work, particularly Fali Homi Major, dissatisfied with the excuse provided by
them. 

Finally, action was taken nearly a month after the initial terror attack when section
144 of the Indian Penal Code is implemented by Fali Homi Major and Manmohan
Singh (after reconciling) in protesting cities. However, it was withdrawn almost
immediately due to economic fallout in major cities. 

In a horrifying update, the most wanted man in India is on the loose once more.
Ajmal Kasab has gone missing from Arthur Road Jail in Mumbai, and the
Intelligence Bureau under P.C. Haldar reveals that a phone call was made from
Pakistan to a member of the committee, conveying Kasab’s escape. That’s right,
there’s a mole in the committee (Alexa play traitor), leading P. Chidambaram to
plead with the delegates to take action, while Hasan Gafoor contradicts himself
by saying, “It is not my fault but it is my failure,” baffling the committee more than
the plot of a Nolan film. 

In order to catch the convicted criminal, teams are sent to three locations within
the cities, Mumbai borders are shut, and a naval blockade forms in the Arabian
Sea. “This is a rose, you can give it to Jawaharlal Nehru in heaven,” says Narendra
Modi to Manmohan Singh, commenting on the failures of the ATS.

Thus the EB’s prediction runs true and the sun sets on the second day of the
committee. Buzzing with anticipation to put forth a viable solution to the problem,
the Indian Crisis Cabinet dispersed for the day, awaiting the next with fervour. 
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WHO
Contradictory Con Men
By Keya Revalkar 

Let us take a moment
of silence for the
Delegate of Israel.

-Manasij Mahanti-Ishaan Patil 
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WHO? Not the committee, we mean the delegate. The delegate of USA
kicked off the GSL by saying "even though the supreme court has
declared abortion illegal, the US government has given the freedom to
the state governments to formulate their own laws for abortion",
(evidently, the delegate of the USA is absolutely self-contradictorial).

The delegate of Sudan stood strong in her stance and criticised other
countries for allowing abortions: "How can a country's leader sleep
peacefully at night knowing that murder is actually legal in their
country?" The delegate requested transparency from other countries if
South Sudanese women ask for abortions from other countries so that
they may be punished when they return. The EB promptly called her out
on her blatant hypocrisy: first and foremost, the country of South Sudan
does not support abortion; secondly, due to the invasion of Ethopia by
South Sudan, there has been an increase in unwarranted pregnancies
due to sexual harassment.  

After this considerably mortifying moment, the committee was further
thrown into a chaotic whirlwind when the guest delegate from Palestine
made his dramatic entrance into the committee. A conflict (a rather
obvious one at that) between the delegate of Palestine and the Israel’s
representative immediately ensued. The delegate of Israel was targeted
ruthlessly by Palestine, who courageously stated, "The only reason
Palestine needs abortion is due to Israeli forces in Palestine." Let us take
a moment of silence for Israel’s delegate. This fast-paced situation
calmed down eventually, and the Moderated Caucus continued in its
regular flow. They got down to business- the delegates formed two
blocs: a pro-life bloc and a pro-choice bloc. The delegates made the
decision to start drafting the resolution right after the break and thus,
the committee continued regular proceedings. 
Whether Abortion could be legalised throughtout all countries or not is a
question unanswered, but the committee is sure to undergo uncertain
twists and turns which will be hopefully resorted to tomorrow. 
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UNDP
Chernobyl 2.0
By Divyansi Ghosh

DPRK is the biggest
geopolitical mistake
to ever happen.

-Ishaan Patil
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Day 2 at the committee commenced with a series of events which
comprised nothing short of thought-provoking, riveting debate.
Dodging the existing predicament of disposal of nuclear waste, Israel
enthusiastically promoted the 'Assimilation of knowledge'. A complete
paradox since the disposal of nuclear waste was evidently their last
priority. 

Ukraine and Hungary raised a 2V2 with Russia and India. In the heat of
the moment, the delegate of Ukraine stated the fact that no other
nation disagreed with them and called for the immediate assassination
of Vladamir Putin. As punishment for the disrespectful remark, the
delegate of Ukraine had to dance with the delegate of Russia to a
Russian song. “A country which does not have any money to feed its
citizens cannot recycle nuclear waste”, the delegate of Italy slammed
the DPRK for its statement. At this point of affairs, a crisis emerged. 
The Nuclear Power Plant in DPRK was malfunctioning while Saudi
Arabia used this to their advantage to produce arms and weapons.
Not only would this result in countless deaths, but also the turning of
beloved chernobyl into a complete tea party. 

The Guest Delegate of Indonesia came with a whirlwind “DPRK is the
biggest geopolitical mistake to ever happen.” The world was literally on
the brink of Chernobyl 2.0.  

A radioactive leak resulted in the inevitable death of all the workers in
the plant. Joe Biden addressed the committee and declared that North
Korea had no freedom of press. ‘How do we know that this is not a
Yankee hoax’, the DPRK replied. Joe Biden assured us that the footage
was not tampered with and the whistleblowers were definitely
legitimate (Keep in mind that North Korea is a prison for its own
citizens.) The committee ended on the note of a constructive resolution
with assassinations, crises, and fierce debate to follow in the next
session!
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ECOFIN
Bye-bye Suka!
By Suvarnalakshmi Sankaranarayanan and Durva Bhatt

Hail Putin! UK has shamelessly
tried to justify this invasion
which can only be reasoned by
the delegate of the UK’s brain 
 shrinking due to the lack of a
'bo'oh'o'wa'er'.

-Helena Chirayath
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The committee commenced with an update on the crisis that an
unknown party bombed and severely damaged the top Russian crude oil
facilities in Siberia, Volgograd, and Nizhny Novgorod. Inevitably, the
blame game began with the committee discussing everything but
economic and financial affairs.

The delegate of the UK did not hold back and referred to Putin as a
small, pathetic little man who had no way to express his frustration with
his manipulative, gold digger girlfriend, other than killing civilians and
wreaking havoc on the world. He further expressed that even if Putin
dies of liver failure caused by all the vodka, he will not die a martyr or a
war hero. The Venezuelan representative exhibited its firm support
towards Russia as “They have always been of help against the
treacherous sanctions imposed by the USA and their awfully brainless
allies. Hail Putin! UK has shamelessly tried to justify this invasion which
can only be reasoned by the delegate of the UK’s brain shrinking due to
the lack of a ''bo'oh'o'wa'er'.”

As if the committee debate wasn’t intense enough, it was exposed that
the United Kingdom financially supported Japan in its bombing of Russia,
and the leader of the Yakuza entered to release the fact that they were
the ‘unknown party’ behind the bombing. “For the Dollar!”, was his
justified reply.

Saudi Arabia used this opportunity and increased the rates of crude oil
breathing life back into the committee with fierce discussion on the
topic at hand. Committee took a sharp turn when it was discovered that
Stanley Meyer, the creator of water-powered automobiles isn't dead!
He was hidden by the United Kingdom! Saudi Arabia's plans were foiled
and the whole aspect of the oil crisis was ultimately decoded.
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UNSC + UNGA
Bigg Boss: UN Edition
By Nidhi Shah, Aditi Munot, Shivanshi Singh
and Bhumi Dedhia

Geneva's
convention?
More like
Geneva's
suggestion.

-Jitesh Mallareddy

-Helena Chirayath
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New day, new crisis, or so seems to be the ongoing trend. This time, however,
it was a rare joint-committee crisis, where the UNGA and UNSC
amalgamated to resolve the crucial crisis of Ukrainian troops taking prisoners
of war from their ongoing conflict with Russia; a diabolical case where
fishermen from multiple countries were found with bullet-riddled bodies; and
an international blockade by the US navy in the Strait of Malacca. All the
speakers on the SSL addressed various aspects of this disturbance with
fervour. 

Ukraine took a strong stand and condemned Russia for its heinous acts. It
brashly announced to all of its opponents that they would have the support
of several nations, most notably France with its 80,000 troops. Its strikingly
different stance from the previous day resulted in one of their own allies, the
USA, questioning them and demanding an explanation for their actions
against the prisoners of war, which were a clear violation of the Geneva
Convention. The delegate of India did not hesitate to share the same
sentiment, claiming that both Ukraine and Russia were “treating the Geneva
convention more like the damn Geneva suggestion.”

As is customary, China and the USA engaged in verbal sparring (nothing
different from any episode of our beloved Bigg Boss). The US delegate went
ahead and twisted the representative of China's words, compelling them to
admit that China did manipulate currency in the global market. China
reciprocated, stating that the United States blockade in the Malacca Strait
was to pose a worldwide economic crisis. Delegates continued to play the
blame game back and forth. Iran called the United States "trigger happy,"
and India, maintaining its neutrality, divided the blame between both Russia
and China for their bad blood, and now they got problems. South Korea, on
the other hand, focused its energies on the fate of the unfortunate
fishermen, putting the blame on Russia due to an indirect connection. 

Despite being criticised by the majority of the SSL speakers for its blockade,
the US defended its actions by claiming that they were fully legal and in
accordance with the NATO and Geneva Accords. 
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The delegate of the USA even rebuked China’s claims of economic
depression, stating that they were giving more aid than any other country.
They did, however, end their speech on a very controversial note when they
said, in reference to France's sending of 80,000 troops, "the only way you
can send 80,000 troops is if you send 40,000 pregnant women." Although
the delegate knew they would be barred from the committee, it did not stop
them from making this statement and walking out of the committee themself
immediately after.

Before the SSL could end, the war cabinet was disrupted by a guest
delegate, Joe Biden, who notified us of an update on the crisis. Ukraine’s
General of the Army, Viktor Muzhenko, had been taken hostage by Russia.
Leaders of Nicaragua and Poland condemned the acts of the government,
77 fishermen’s corpses were found with bullet holes in their bodies, etched
with the word ‘WAGNER’ on them. Yet what was more startling than the
ending of ‘Game of Thrones’ was that a new leak on Wikileaks showed
damning evidence that the United States was planning to bomb Ukrainian
territories. 

The crisis abruptly elapsed and the war cabinet adjourned, forcing the
committees to revert to their original agendas, abandoning the crisis with no
resolution.

 

-Ishaan Patil -Ishaan Patil
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